Lone Star College-CyFair Language Labs
Language Technology Resources

General Tools
Audacity
Hot Potatoes
Phonetik
Photo Story 3 for Windows
Tell Me More Education

Arabic
Auralog's Tell Me More (Complete Beginner, Beginner, Intermediate)
Language Learning Arabic Deluxe‡
The Arabic Tutor‡

Sign Language
The Ultimate ASL Dictionary‡
Marvin Teaches Fingerspelling‡
Language Learning ASL Deluxe‡

Chinese
Audio/Video for Integrated Chinese
Business Chinese
Critical Language Series Beginning Chinese CD-Rom*
Integrated Chinese Multimedia Companion
Power Chinese
The Sounds of Mandarin

English
Auralog's Tell Me More, American English (beginner, intermediate, advanced & business English)
Fluent Reading Trainer
Grammar Sense Interactive
Introductory Grammar and Vocabulary
Longman IBT
Oxford Genie
Oxford Picture Dictionary Interactive‡
 Pronunciation Power (levels 1 & 2)‡
 Pronunciation Power Idioms
Rosetta Stone for American English (levels 1 & 2)
Typing Tutors
Video & Audio for all ESL Textbooks

French
Auralog's Tell Me More, French (beginner & intermediate)
French Grammar Tutor Accent Tools
French Grammar Tutor
Jules et Jim DVD Interactif*
Le Nouveau dictionnaire visuel multimédia*
Le Grand Louvre DVD-Rom*
Le Musée d'Orsay*
Le Chemin du retour (Director's Cut & Instructional Version)
Movie Talk*
Rosetta Stone for French (levels 1 & 2)‡
Student CD-Rom for Débuts: An Introduction to French
Système-D

(French continued)
Triple Play Plus! French*
Text & Workbook audio for Débuts: An Introduction to French
Vis-à-vis Workbook and Textbook Audio and Video
Vis-à-vis CD-Rom
Who Is Oscar Lake? (French)*

German
German Grammar Tutor‡
Textbook & Workbook Audio for Deutsch: Na klar!
Video to Accompany Deutsch: Na klar!

Japanese
Auralog's Tell Me More, Japanese (beginner, intermediate, & advanced)*
Instant Immersion Japanese Audio
JquickTrans
Talk Now Plus! Japanese*
Textbook & Lab Manual Audio for Yookoso!
Video Program to Accompany Yookoso!
Yookoso! Interactive Student CD-Rom

Persian
Talk Now Plus! Persian*

Spanish
Atajo Writing Assistant for Spanish
Auralog’s Tell Me More, Spanish (beginner & intermediate)
Creía que esto sólo pasaba en las películas CD-Rom*
Intermediate Spanish CD-ROM
MHELT (McGraw-Hill Electronic Language Tutor) for Puntos de partida
Nuevo tesoro lexicográfico de la lengua española DVD-Rom*
 Pronunciación y fonética
Puntos 7 Cd-ROM
Rosetta Stone for Latin American Spanish (levels 1 & 2)
Sol y viento (Director's Cut & Instructional Version)
Spanish Grammar Tutor
Spanish Partner
Student CD-Rom for Puntos de partida (6th & 7th editions)
Video Program to Accompany Puntos de partida
Videomundo (Intermediate Spanish video program)
Who Is Oscar Lake? (Spanish)*

*Language Lab Multimedia Library Collection item (available for in-lab check out & use only by presenting your Cy-Fair College Student or Faculty ID card)
‡Available at certain stations only